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PRODUCT INFORMATION + STEP-BY-STEP TECHNIQUES



URBAN SHOCK BRIGHTS are a shocking series of pigment-packed, direct dye haircolors that expand 
the URBAN SHOCK palette. Designed for the colorist wanting to create limitless looks and build their 
direct dye range, all while delivering the brightest statement-making shades!

 6 gel-based, direct dye colors in a professional 3 oz tube, no developer required

 Brighten up the room with long-lasting, highly concentrated colors that last up to 25 shampoos*

 100% PPD, gluten, ammonia, paba and peroxide-free

 Encourage self-expression with intermixable shades and a clear mixer that allows for unlimited palette potential

*Results depend on shade(s) used, hair porosity, application and aftercare routine.
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FORTIFIED FORMULA

Defending against damage is never more important than when working with pre-lightened hair. 
URBAN SHOCK Brights is fortified with high performing and naturally derived ingredients that directly 
benefit the hair. Confidently color with direct dyes that condition and last.

SUPERFRUITS

An eco-friendly, superfruit blend of 
rejuvenating pomegranates and goji 
berries. In URBAN SHOCK Brights, 
these ECOCERT® certified, powerful 
antioxidants help protect and promote 
healthier hair from the inside out.

SHEA BUTTER 

A natural source of nutrients derived 
from the fruit of shea trees. This 
ECOCERT® certified ingredient deeply 
nourishes, conditions and hydrates 
hair throughout the coloring process. 

PBX®

A Protective Barrier Complex (PBX®) 
that surrounds and shields the direct 
dye molecule during application, for 
seamless color saturation. 

PBX® is comprised of four essential 
ingredients: 

Hydrolyzed Protein, Silicone 
Conditioner, Mucopolysaccharides and 
a UV Absorber. These ingredients work 
to replenish moisture and add protein 
that helps maintain hair’s elasticity, 
integrity and inner strength.



HOW TO USE

 

DIRECTIONS 
1.  Pre-lighten hair using preferred Scruples POWER BLONDE 

lightener to desired level. For optimal results, hair must be 
lifted to light or very light blonde.

  NOTE: Final color results will vary depending on the 
underlying pigment left in hair and porosity after lightening.

2.  Apply URBAN SHOCK Brights color to clean, dry hair. Be sure 
that hair is completely saturated with color. 

 •  To shear out URBAN SHOCK Brights to a medium or pastel 
shade, mix in a ratio of 10 or 20 parts URBAN SHOCK 
Brights Clear Mixer with 1 part desired URBAN SHOCK 
Brights color. 

 •  To create subtle tone on natural hair, apply selected URBAN 
SHOCK Brights color to dry hair.

3.  Process for 20–30 minutes at room temperature, or under a 
pre-heated dryer with a 5-minute cool down. If processing 
with heat, a processing cap is recommended.

4.  To remove, rinse with cool water until water runs clear, 
then lightly shampoo and condition with preferred Scruples 
products. Style as desired.

CUSTOMIZING COLORS 
URBAN SHOCK Brights can be intermixed with other URBAN 
SHOCK Brights shades, as well as URBAN SHOCK Color 
Craze*, but the color created in the bowl will not match the 
final desired shade. A test strand is recommended.
*URBAN SHOCK Color Craze is available in the USA and certain International markets

PRESERVING COLORS 
The longevity of URBAN SHOCK Brights can be extended by 
using Scruples shampoos and conditioners, rinsing in cold 
water, styling with Scruples CLASSIC COLLECTION thermal 
protectors and low-heat styling tools, avoiding chlorinated 
pools or salt water, and protecting hair from exposure to 
sunlight.
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Formula and Step-by-Step on the next page

by ALYSSA WIENER @lysseon
Scruples Guest Stylist
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FORMULA

MODEL: Hallie

STARTING LEVEL: 8

BASE COLOR: TRUE INTEGRITY Opalescent Creme Colour Purple Intensifier + TRUE INTEGRITY Clear + PURE OXI Demi-Permanent 
Creme Developer

ACCENT #1: URBAN SHOCK Brights Amethyst – Lilac + Berry – Magenta (1:1)

ACCENT #2: URBAN SHOCK Brights Berry – Magenta + Clear Mixer (Medium Intensity 1:10)

ACCENT #3: URBAN SHOCK Brights Charcoal – Silver + Clear Mixer (Pastel 1:20)

ACCENT #4: URBAN SHOCK Brights Berry – Magenta + Clear Mixer (Pastel 1:20)

STEP–BY–STEP

1.  Separate front from the back by taking a parting from middle of ear across top of head. Make a second parting from middle of ear 
across back of head, clip up and out of the way for better control of sectioning and color saturation.

2.  Starting at nape, take two 1” diagonal back sections in the corners, creating three triangles. Clip up the center triangle. Section size 
will depend on hair thickness. 

3. Apply base color and accent color #2 to the ends.

4. Apply accent color #1 to the midshaft and blend into accent color #2. Then blend the base color into accent color #1.

5. In the center triangle, apply base color, accent color #1 and blend. Repeat this pattern, alternating colors to occipital bone.

6.  From occipital bone to part line, continue with the same sectioning. Apply base color and accent color #3 to the ends. Apply accent 
color #1 to the midshaft and blend into base color and accent color #3. Occasionally pull accent color #1 through to the ends. 

7.  Moving to the side, take a 1” diagonal back section, starting above the ear. Apply base color, accent color #3 or #4 to the ends. Apply 
accent color #1 to the midshaft and blend into base color and accent color #3 or #4. Continue working up the head, occasionally 
pulling accent color #1 through to the ends. Alternate colors and repeat on both sides.

8.   Process at room temperature for 30 minutes. Rinse with cool water until water runs clear. Lightly shampoo and condition with 
preferred Scruples products.





Formula and Step-by-Step on the next page

by SCOTT PRINCE
Scruples Guest Stylist 
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FORMULA

MODEL: Holly

STARTING LEVEL: 6

BASE COLOR: URBAN SHOCK Brights Charcoal – Silver

ACCENT #1: URBAN SHOCK Brights Cobalt – Sky

ACCENT #2: URBAN SHOCK Brights Aqua – Mint

ECHO COLOR #1: URBAN SHOCK Brights Aqua – Mint + Clear Mixer (Pastel 1:20)

ECHO COLOR #2: URBAN SHOCK Brights Charcoal – Silver + Clear Mixer (Pastel 1:20)

STEP–BY–STEP

1. Create 4 quadrants according to the client’s preferred parting.

2.  Apply base color as a stretched root, working top to bottom. 

3.  Starting in back quadrants, working from bottom to top, take ¼” sections and thoroughly saturate accent color #1 in a deep v shape 
down the midshaft.

4.  Outlining the previous section, apply accent color #2 in a deep v shape. Merge the two colors together, leaving a border of blonde. 
Repeat steps 2, 3 & 4 throughout first quadrant. 

5.  Starting from top to bottom, apply echo color #1 on the blonde border, leaving out select strands. Apply echo color #2 on remaining 
hair. Merge both colors into the surrounding shades. Repeat throughout first quadrant.

6.  Repeat steps 2–5 throughout remaining quadrants. Leave a larger blonde border around face for echoing colors. This will frame the 
face with sheer tones.

7.  Process under a pre-heated dryer for 30 minutes with a 5-minute cool down. Rinse with cool water until it runs clear. Lightly 
shampoo and condition with preferred Scruples products.

11Watch complete video tutorials for these looks 
at youtube.com/scrupleshaircare



Scruples Inc., Dist. • Lakeville, MN 55044-9009 USA • 1.800.457.0016
Technical 1.888.SCRUPLES (727.8753) • scrupleshaircare.com • 729113 1016

COVER MODEL: Carly   NATURAL LEVEL: 6
PRE-LIGHTEN MIDSHAFT TO ENDS: POWER BLONDE Lightening Powder
STRETCHED ROOT: TRUE INTEGRITY Opalescent Creme Colour Level 4 Radiant Red 4RR + Red Violet Intensifier
DIMENSION COLOR 1: URBAN SHOCK Brights Ruby – Rose (Full Strength)
DIMENSION COLOR 2: URBAN SHOCK Brights Ruby – Rose (Medium Intensity)
DIMENSION COLOR 3: URBAN SHOCK Brights Ruby – Rose (Pastel)
HAIRCOLOR AND CUT: Jeffrey James
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PHOTOSHOOT CREDITS: URBAN SHOCK Brights Models
CREATIVE DIRECTOR: Mia Liguori     SESSION STYLIST: Katie Nielsen
MAKEUP: Kumi    PHOTOGRAPHY: Melanie Watson


